Your Michigan Medicine password, also known as your Level-2 or Exchange
class password, is used to access hospital resources, such as the Outlook Exchange email
system, internal websites and shared files, and HITS Core servers.

After changing your Michigan Medicine (Level-2) password, you will need to
update the password on any mobile device that is enrolled in AirWatch and
used for accessing the internal resources listed above.

### Topics

- Before You Change Your Michigan Medicine (Level-2) Password
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Account Requests
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Change Password - CoreImage
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Change Password - CoreImage Laptop
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Change Password - CoreMac and Non-Core
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Locked Accounts
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Password Issues
- Michigan Medicine (Level-2) - Password Reset

### UM Links

- Level-2 Information
  (UMHS Identity Management page)